Welcome to Mandarin Oriental
Immerse yourself in prestigious London
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Views over pageantry and park land

Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park’s address on prestigious Knightsbridge is just steps from London’s most fashionable
shops. On the other side of this avant-garde bustle, there lies a peaceful London retreat leading onto miles of leafy
green space and the perfect spot for viewing the Household Cavalry’s procession to Buckingham Palace.
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Rooms created with classic English elegance

English elegance and liberal luxury spill through our 173 rooms. Beds are laid with pure Irish linen and bathrooms
are provided with Aromatherapy Associates’ soaps and scents. Technology includes Bang & Olufsen flat screens,
iHome docking stations and WiFi. Views are of fashionable Knightsbridge, our quiet courtyard or Hyde Park.
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Distinguished London suites

We have 25 splendid one and two bedroom suites full of individual character with Victorian fireplaces, balconies or those set in
our octagonal turret. As the only hotel on Hyde Park most suites have rare views over London’s parkland. Our Royal Suite sets a
new standard of luxury for the travelling elite with a magnificent terrace to host exclusive parties for 40 guests.
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Bar Boulud and Mandarin Bar

The French menu by Michelin starred Daniel Boulud is acclaimed as one of the most authentic in the UK.
It features seasonal bistro dishes and a speciality counter for pâtés, terrines and saucisson prepared by one of
France’s finest charcutiers. For a chic aperitif Mandarin Bar is centre stage on London’s fashionable Knightsbridge.
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Dinner by Heston Blumenthal

Michelin celebrity Heston Blumenthal and Executive
Chef Ashley Palmer-Watts explore Britain’s gastronomic
past recreating recipes from the 14th century onwards
with a 21st century twist. Views from the modern
interior embrace the green expanse of Hyde Park and
during summer months we open our exclusive terrace.
This is a rare British culinary experience reviewed by
The Times as “The best new restaurant in the whole
wide world”.
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One of the best spas in the country

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, London is consistently voted the country’s leading urban spa. The reasons are
plentiful; the serene beauty of our heat and water oasis and the complete sense of escape, the creative range
of treatments gleaned from around the world and our all encompassing approach to your wellness.
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Impressive spaces

Our grand spaces designed to accommodate up to 650
guests exude elegance and character. Our ballroom is a
visual feast of rich 24-carat gilding, with a private terrace
and panoramic Hyde Park views. Our elegant Loggia also
overlooks the park but provides a more intimate setting
and our Rosebery Rooms offer distinguished private
dining or meetings, beneath original Masterpieces.
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Legendary events

Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London has provided legendary celebrations to delight celebrities and socialites,
dignitaries and royalty over many years. With faultless style and our renowned service we create unforgettable events.
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Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London
Location:

Meeting and business:

Guest rooms:

Spa:

Restaurants and Bar:

Leisure:

• A highly prestigious address on Knightsbridge
• Facing London’s leading fashion stores and the green
expanse of Hyde Park
• Knightsbridge underground station is on the corner
with easy access to the City and West End

• 173 elegant rooms overlooking Knightsbridge, Hyde Park
or our quiet courtyard
• 25 richly furnished suites with individual features
• A Guest Services Manager on every floor

• Superb views over Hyde Park from our restaurants
• Bar Boulud, London, seasonal French bistro
• Dinner by Heston Blumenthal, inspired by historical
British cuisine
• Mandarin Bar, the chicest bar in fashionable Knightsbridge

Hotel Address:
66 Knightsbridge, London SW1X 7LA, United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0)20 7235 2000

• Six impressive spaces with period character
• Views of the park and filled with natural light
• Catering for up to 650 guests
• Fully equipped Business Centre

• Consistently voted one of the best spas in the World
• Exclusive range of Signature Spa Therapies and tailor
made Time Rituals™
• A serene Heat and Water Oasis
• Private consultations for guests’ total wellness

• Fully equipped state-of-the-art gymnasium
• Adjacent to Hyde Park and 350 acres of green space
• Prime view of Household Cavalry’s daily procession
• London’s leading fashion stores, Harvey Nichols
and Harrods, are across the road
• Excellent location for London’s most famous theaters
and museums

molon-reservations@mohg.com
mandarinoriental.com/london
Online Reservations
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